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SHAKE in Conservation: internal rules 

Foreword 
The Extraordinary General Assembly of 29/07/2017 approved these Internal Rules. This document 
conforms with the Statutes, which always take precedence over the Internal Rules. The Internal Rules 
specify the practical operation of this non-profit organization. 

Disclaimers  
● The association, its members and participants adhere to E.C.C.O. professional guidelines. 
● The association recommends that external users of our online tools contact professionals 

directly concerning conservation issues. 
● The association conducts all of its activities without regard to political or profit-making aims, 

and its members and participants are prohibited from using their status for business purposes. 
● The association is not responsible for information exchanged via its tools, such as the 

LinkedIn discussion group. 

Modus operandi  
To manage and develop our activities, we invite you to get involved in one of two ways: 
(i) Participants need no formal membership application to enjoy SHAKE’s online tools and events. 
(ii) Members operate the association as volunteers, contribute an annual subscription fee, adhere to the 
statutes and have the right to vote on the association’s affairs and in the election of the Board of 
Directors.  
 
English has been chosen as the main language to bridge the gap between Dutch and French native 
speakers. 

Events 

SHAKE’s events take place in various venues in Belgium. They include:  
● informal and/or thematic meetings, during which students and professionals have the 

opportunity to share knowledge, experiences and research in a relaxed and constructive way; 
● workshops that address helpful techniques for different specialized fields. 

 
Any participant or member can suggest ideas or topics.  
 
Information and conditions related to events and activities are diffused via SHAKE’s newsletter, 
available by subscribing via the website, and SHAKE’s Facebook and LinkedIn pages or any other 
channels.  
 
Participation in SHAKE’s events may require a fee to cover legal insurance or other charges directly 
linked to the event (invited specialists, materials, venue rentals, etc.).  

Online information dissemination and exchange 

SHAKE’s website disseminates:  
● titles of master’s degree and PhD dissertations completed in Belgium;  
● event announcements; 
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● practical information for professionals. 
 
Members are in charge of website management, but any participant can suggest new ideas. 
 
SHAKE’s LinkedIn group enables participants to: 

● share announcements regarding opportunities to learn, work, and disseminate research; 
● discuss professional experiences, issues or practical needs (such as collective purchase orders, 

collaboration on specific projects, insurance or professional status questions). 
 
All participants in SHAKE’s LinkedIn group are encouraged to communicate in English or via 
bilingual communication (Dutch/FR, Dutch/EN or FR/EN).  

Members and participants 

Participants 

To relieve the burden of administrative duties, the status of “adherent member” is not in application 
within SHAKE and replaced by that of “participant”: the association wish that every person willing to 
participate in its activities can make it without being officially affiliated to the association. 

● Participant = Anyone wishing to participate in the association and to benefit from its 
activities. They need no formal membership application, can use SHAKE online tools free of 
charge, and attend SHAKE events on certain conditions (limited places, cost sharing, etc.)

In addition, participants: 
○ are invited to exchange opinions and advice on the modus operandi and aims of the 

association during an assembly open to everyone;  
○ are encouraged to suggest ideas or topics for events and website content, which will 

then be discussed, approved and/or edited by members; 
○ if they wish, they can become an official member (see “Membership conditions” 

below). 

Members 

SHAKE’s membership is comprised mainly of “effective members” (hereafter, “members”). They 
actively participate in the development of the association as volunteers, contribute an annual 
subscription fee, conform to the statutes, make up the general assembly and have the right to vote on 
the association’s affairs and in the election of the Board of Directors. 

● Founding members: members who participated in the association’s founding.  
● Effective members: founding members and those who joined the association after its 

founding. The register of the effective members may be consulted on request at association 
headquarters.  

○ Payment notices for membership dues are sent during the month which follows the 
Ordinary General Assembly. The deadline for paying dues is 15 days after payment 
notice receipt. In case of membership in the course of exercise, payment notices are 
sent during the month following the Board of Directors meeting, unless it takes place 
during the last three months of the year. In this case, payment notices are sent at the 
same time as the others. For 2017-18, membership dues are fixed at €100.  

○ To facilitate daily communication between members, information, documents and 
suggestions will be exchanged preferably via Dropbox and Google Docs. 
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The association also offers other types of membership: 

● Donor member: anyone who donates to the association. 
● Honorary member:  Figure whose endorsement benefited the association. 

Membership conditions 

Any person wishing to get involved in and contribute actively to the association can become an 
effective member by submitting a completed membership application form and a written request to 
the Board of Directors, in which conformance with the statutes and the Internal Rules are pledged, as 
well as a desire to contribute actively in the social aims of the association and a commitment to pay 
the annual membership dues. 
 
Membership application forms can be requested from the Board of Directors for return by email 
(shakeinconservation@gmail.com). Applications  are considered  at the next Board of Directors 
meeting, and the decision communicated during the following month, with, if applicable, the payment 
notice for membership dues. Memberships are valid upon receipt of dues.  

Loss of membership 
Membership resignation or exclusion conditions are defined in the statutes. Whatever the reason for 
loss of membership, the ex-member is entitled on no account to the holdings of the association or paid 
dues. 
 
Resignation: Members are free to resign from the association at any time. They must do so in writing 
by post to the Board of Directors. The resignation letter must  include the date of posting, the subject 
heading “Submission of resignation from the SHAKE in Conservation association”, the member’s full 
name, address and signature. The submission is considered at the next Board of Directors meeting 
and, if accepted, a confirmation is sent during the month following the meeting.  
 
The members who do not pay their cotisation at the latest in the month following the reminder by 
letter sent through registered post is considered outgoing.  
Exclusion: members can be excluded by the General Assembly under some circumstances. The board 
of directors can suspend a member before the General Assembly. The conditions for exclusion are: 
not paying cotisation within the month following the reminder by letter sent through registered post, 
being absent without representation by another member or valid excuse three General Assemblies in a 
row, demonstrating political or profit-making aims, having words or behaviour that deeply harm the 
association’s interests or reputation, ... Excluded member is informed via letter in the month following 
the General Assembly. 

Assemblies 

Open Assembly  

The Open Assembly is held once per year and is open to all participants. It provides an opportunity to 
exchange opinions on the operation and objectives of the association.Ideas and suggestions create a 
basis for the General Assembly that will follow the Open Assembly, during which the objectives for 
the following year are established. 
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In order to be informed of when the Open Assembly meets, participants must subscribe to the mailing 
list via SHAKE’s website. An invitation, including date and venue, is sent via email at least 15 days 
before the assembly. Notification to attend must be received at least 10 days before the assembly. 

Ordinary General Assembly 

The Ordinary General Assembly (OGA) is held once per year within the first half of the civil year. All 
effective members are summoned and have voting rights. 
 
Apart from exceptions according to the Law or the statutes, voting is conducted by a show of hands 
or, upon a member’s request or when the vote concerns a member (election/resignation), secret ballot. 
Ballots are folded twice , shuffled to ensure anonymity, and immediately counted in the presence of 
all voters. The number of votes must correspond to the number of voters. 
 
All effective members must be summoned to the OGA by the Board of Directors via post or email at 
least eight days before the assembly. The summons mentions the date, time and place of the assembly, 
as well as its agenda. The Board of Directors can invite any person to attend all or part of the OGA as 
an observer or consultant. 
A member can be represented by another member who possesses the former’s written, dated and 
signed proxy. A member cannot possess more than one proxy. The represented member must inform 
the Board of Directors at least one day before the OGA. 
 
A General Assembly (OGA or EGA) can be held only when half of the association’s members are 
present or represented by another member. If an effective member cannot be present in person or by 
proxy, he or she must inform the Board of Directors at least five days before the GA. 

Extraordinary General Assembly 

The association can also hold Extraordinary General Assemblies (EGAs) at any time, on the decision 
of the Board of Directors or by request of one-fifth of effective members. EGA rules are identical to 
OGA rules. 

Board of Directors  
The Board of Directors (BD) is in charge of everything that concerns the daily management of the 
administrative part of the association. The BD defines the agenda of GAs, writes and sends GA 
summons and calls for BD meetings. 
 
The BD prepares all documents needed for GA administration. The BD monitors activities, 
implements AG decisions, mandates members to execute tasks, fulfills administrative and financial 
requirements of the association, and makes decisions regarding the admission, suspension and 
resignation of members. 
 
Meetings: The BD meets at least four times a year: during the first week of each quarter, and at any 
time required by the association or requested by a director. 
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Summons are issued by the president, secretary or any other director via post or email at least eight 
days before the meeting and include the meeting date, time, place, and agenda. The BD can invite any 
effective member to attend  as an observer or consultant, and can mandate effective members to help 
fulfill some tasks. 
 
Composition: The BD is presently composed of three directors, who represent the three Belgian 
master’s programs in conservation. 
Directors are elected to a five-year term from among the effective members during the OAG.  
 
The Directors are: 

President  

The President is empowered to represent the association in all acts of civil life, but he or she is not 
considered the association’s legal representative; the President’s powers are based directly on the 
statutes; he or she can act in the name and for the benefit of the association only where the statutes 
authorise it. 
 
In the event of a tie vote in a GA or BD meeting, the President can cast the deciding vote.  
 
In case of unavailability, the President is replaced by his or her suppleant. 
 
The President signs off on BD and GA minutes, maintains the member registry and official documents 
in SHAKE’s Dropbox.  
 
The President ensures that the association’s obligations are fulfilled. 

Secretary 

The Secretary is responsible for correspondence and archives. He or she writes BD and GA minutes 
and ensures their storage in the “Assemblies and Meetings” file in the Dropbox.  
 
The Secretary maintains the special registry exactly as prescribed by the Law and updates the 
participant mailing list. 
 
Like the President, the Secretary signs off on BD and GA minutes. 
 
The Secretary can mandate members to help him or her fulfill some tasks. 
 
In case of unavailability, the Secretary is replaced by his or her suppleant. 

Treasurer 

The Treasurer is in charge of managing the association’s estate. He or she drafts budgets and takes 
charge of payments approved during GAs and BD meetings.  
The Treasurer is responsible for bookkeeping: keeping up to date the simplified accounting of the 
association (revenue and spending) in bank and cash ledgers and in the “Account” file of the 
Dropbox. 
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The Treasurer sends the annual payment notices and ensures follow-up. He or she presents annual 
counts during OGAs and makes sure they are duly signed. 
He or she sends tax declarations to the “Tribunal de commerce” within the legislated timeframes. 
He or she can mandate members to help him or her fulfill some tasks. 
 
In case of unavailability, the Treasurer is replaced by his or her suppleant. 

Annual budget 
Expenses must be justified by the association’s objectives and efficient operation of its activities, and 
must not be generated out the personal interest of one or several of its members, who must be realistic 
and not place the association in a situation of bank debt. 
 
Total revenue and spending must tend toward an equilibrium. 
 
To reach this equilibrium, the association may request members and/or participants to contribute 
financially in exchange for taking part in events, in order to cover insurance fees and other costs 
directly linked to the event in question (defrayal of invited specialists, purchase of materials, space 
rental, etc.) 
 
The association’s budget is partially funded by annual membership dues. It covers the fees for the 
website, postal correspondence, etc. 
 
Sponsorship and subsidies could help expand the association’s activities. Any contribution, financial 
or material donations, are welcome. 
 
Budget and annual accounts are presented each year by the Treasurer during the OGA. After approval 
of all members and the signature of the BD, accounts are sent to the “Greffe du Tribunal de 
commerce” within the six months following the end of the fiscal year and within the month following 
the OGA. 

Insurance  
Every event participant  (members, service providers, volunteers, interns, etc.) must have individual 
insurance in order to be adequately covered in case of accident. Some events may require participants 
to submit a waiver form. 

Internal Rules Modification 
The Board of Directors finalizes and approves these rules. Their modification requires the approval of 
the General Assembly by a simple majority vote. 
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